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Abstract
In several statebased approaches to distributed computing eg action systems
or UNITY the computing nodes are commonly left unspecied or implicit For
instance an action system comes with an informal description on how the system
is supposed to be mapped into the network The purpose of this paper is to make
this mapping explicit so that we are provided with means on the language level
to reason about the location of a system in a network We dene the notion of a
topological action system that carries with it information about its location within
the network The action system itself can model some active execution or merely
a repository of data or any combination of these We also show how our approach
leads to action systems with data andor code mobility
 Introduction
Distributed computing using a set of collaborating resources in order to solve
complex problems has been around for more than twenty years 
Yet new technological developments like worldwide networks and wireless
devices o	er new challenges for distributed systems enforcing them to evolve
from traditional forms to novel solutions Therefore e	orts are needed to
adapt the technology the algorithms and the languages required to carry out
distributed computations The access patterns to the resources involved in
distributed computations or their ability to move are issues treated di	erently
when we consider traditional forms of distributed systems or more novel ones
A distributed system of small or medium size can be modelled by a local
area network 
LAN Given the uniform organisation and functioning of such
a network it is reasonable to presume that the access to shared resources
when known is immediate and needs no further checking This is ensured by
the unique names of the resources within a LAN The fact that the resources
c
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are distributed on several nodes is hidden and this property is referred to
as location transparency Moreover mobility of resources does not play an
important role in a LAN
A wide area network 
WAN such as the Internet is essentially a dynamic
set of widely di	erent and independent LANs that still need to communicate
with each other If some consumerresource wants to use another resource the
name is no more sucient since the resource can exist in many nodes of the
network and most important a resource with the same name does not need
to denote the same resource in two di	erent nodes Thus the location of a
resource in a WAN becomes extremely important Moreover the resources are
likely to move from one node to another and to communicate locally with the
resources found at the new location Hence features like location awareness
dynamic binding local communication and mobility have to be embedded
within any reasonable model for computations performed in a world wide
manner
Action systems  UNITY  and other similar statebased approaches
to distributed computing have turned out valuable when describing and es
pecially reasoning about distributed computations The computing nodes in
these formalisms are commonly left unspecied or implicit eg an action sys
tem comes with an informal description on how the system is supposed to be
mapped into the networkWe propose a way of making this mapping explicit
so that we have means on the language level to reason about the locations of
entities in the network These collaborative entities are called resources and
they can be simple data active code or any combination of these
We develop in this paper the notion of location into the action systems
formalism We dene the notion of a topological action system which carries
with it a tag denoting its location This topological action system will repre
sent any kind of resource since it can model some active execution or merely
a repository of data or other resources like some services or any combination
of these We show that the already existing composition operators for action
systems most notably the parallel composition are a sucient base for den
ing a topological approach to action systems We put special emphasis on
borders between entities via which we dene the visibility aspects of resources
in a network We also have various ways of modelling concurrency leading
to possible parallel behaviour within a node and between many nodes in a
network Mobility of resources and the dynamic binding providing for highly
recongurable systems are modelled using the language level constructs in
action systems The communication dened by means of access to external
resources is locally performed within a set of locations but this set is dynam
ically evolving depending on which resources want to communicate and their
current locations This interpretation of the local communication is novel
The explicit management of the network within the specication of the
system has already been explored resulting in several formalisms LLinda 
is a Lindabased coordination language that is extended with localities and
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uses process calculi techniques Mobis  is a specication language based
on hierarchical tuple spaces that model a tree structure for the network The
communication is done by creating and removing tuples from the current
space or its direct ancestor in the tree Ambient Calculus  is a framework
dedicated to mobility performed within worldwide networks The location is
induced by the need to cros barriers in WANs
We are here interested in statebased approaches to distributed systems
Mobile UNITY  an extension of UNITY  formalism towards mobility
has a semantics based on temporal logic Also COMMUNITY  extends
UNITY principles but the semantics of this framework is resolved within the
category theory Action systems are dened using the weakest precondition
predicate transformer  and the renement calculus  The topological
action systems dened in this paper are a specialisation of the action systems
and therefore they naturally adopt all the semantic rules valid for action sys
tems Even though the connection with the renement calculus is out of the
scope of the present paper all the constructs we develop are such that they
t into this framework The topological action systems are intended to be de
veloped in a stepwise manner within the renement calculus Given the solid
mathematical basis of the latter the correctness of each step can be veried
in the calculus or by appealing to preproven rules In this way the logical
correctness of the derived distributed systems can be ensured
We proceed as follows In Section  the action systems formalism is ex
tended with a notion of location Moreover the parallel composition operator
is shown to be sucient to model systems where some components model pas
sive entities like data stores whereas other components contain active code In
this section we basically study LANtype of systems Section  is devoted to
modelling WANtype of distributed systems Here the important features are
the management of replicated resources and the locationaware computing In
Section  we show how our approach supports data and code mobility The
conclusions are presented in Section 
 Topological Action Systems
We dene the notion of a topological action system based on a set of nodes
where computation can take place or where data can reside This set of nodes
models the set of possible locations for resources and forms a connected graph
Let therefore G  
V E  be a connected graph where V is the nonempty
set of nodes in the graph and E the set of edges Let Var be a nite set of
variables and assume that each variable in Var is associated with a nonempty
set of values This set of values is the type set of the variable Thus if the
variable x takes values from Val  we say that x has the type Val and we write
it as x Val 
We dene the basic unit of execution in a topologyaware distributed sys
tem to be a topological action system Such a system comprises several

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sections and has the following form
A  j loc l 

l


exp y 

y


var x 

x


imp z
do A od
j


The rst four sections are for variable declaration or use while the last de
scribes the computation involved in A
The loc section describes a single location variable l that can be assigned
an initial value l

 The type of l is P
V  so the possible values of l are
sets of nodes of the network V  The initial value l

in P
V  n  is optional
If it is not specied then l is assigned a default value fg   V  as the
implicit location of a topological action system This value is interpreted as
the location of a special server or as undened Its purpose is the compatibility
with distributed systems that do not acknowledge the presence of the network
eg the LANs where the resources are accessed in a locationtransparent
manner The location l can be modied only within the topological action
system A that declares it However it can be read by other topological action
systems
The exp section describes the exported variables y declared by A They
can be used within A and also within other topological action systems that
import them Initially they get the values y

 If the initialisation is missing
arbitrary values from the type sets of y are assigned as initial values
The var section describes the local variables of the topological action sys
tem A They can be used only within A Initially they are assigned values x


or if the initialisation is missing some arbitrary values from their type sets
The imp section describes the imported variables z that are not declared
but used in A The variables z are declared in some other topological action
systems and thus they model the communication between action systems
The set y  z forms the global variables of A We assume that l  x  y and z
are pairwise disjoint so the name of a variable is unique within a topological
action system
The dood section describes the computation involved in A An action is
an atomic statement that can change the values of the local or global variables
of the topological action system An action A is decribed by the following
grammar
A  abort j skip j x 

v j if b then A else A  j b A j A  A j 
I
A 
Here x is a list of variables 
that can include l when l is declared within

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A v a list of values 
possibly resulting from the evaluation of a list of ex
pressions b a predicate and I an index set ranged over by i  Intuitively
abort  is the action which always deadlocks skip is the stuttering action
x 

v  is a multiple assignment b A is a guarded action A

 A

 is the
sequential composition of two actions A

 and A

 if b then A

else A


is the conditional composition of two actions A

 and A

 and 
I
A
i
 is the
nondeterministic choice among actions A
i
 for i  I  Given a nonempty set
Val of values and a variable x  we denote by x 

Val  an abbreviation for the
nondeterministic assignment 
vVal
x 

v 
The semantics of an action A is described in terms of the weakest pre
condition predicate transformer in the style of Dijkstra  That is given
a predicate P the function wp
AP is dened below The details of the
denition of this function are studied elsewhere 
wp
abort P  false
wp
skipP  P
wp
x 

v P  Pxv 
wp
b AP  
b  wp
AP
wp
A

 A

P  wp
A

wp
A

P
wp

I
A
i
P  i  I wp
A
i
P
wp
if b then A

else A

P  
b  wp
A

P  	b  wp
A

P
An important property of an action is its enabledness We will dene this
concept in detail shortly but a central part of it is the guard condition  We
say that an action behaves miraculously when it establishes the postcondition
false which models an aborting state The guard condition gA dened as gA 
	wp
A false gives those states in which an action behaves nonmiraculously
A topological action system is thus a set of actions operating on local
and global variables First the variables are created and initialized Then
repeatedly enabled actions are nondeterministically chosen and executed
Actions operating on disjoint sets of variables can be executed in parallel
The computation terminates if no action is enabled otherwise it continues
innitely Actions are taken to be atomic meaning that if an enabled action
A is chosen for execution then it is executed to completion without any in
terference from the other actions of the system This ensures that a parallel
execution of a topological action system gives the same results of a sequential
nondeterministic execution Within our model we do not need any names
for actions since they represent the model of execution that evolves without
any control from outside However for better readability optional names are
often attached to actions in the following form action name
Compared to the original action systems approach we note that the only
new issue regarding the topological action systems is the interpretation of a

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certain variable l  called location Hence the topological action systems form a
subset of action systems ie any topological action system A is also an action
system This fact is of importance as it implies that all the rules and properties
given for action systems are still valid in the context of topological action
systems Moreover the topological action systems benet from a consistent
semantic denition in terms of the weakest precondition predicate transformer
Our approach of attaching locations to resources is dened in 
 for those
resources that combine data and active code ie the action systems With
this general denition we can also model the location of data resources and
code resources This scalability property of denition 
 is described in the
rest of the section Based on it the enabledness of an action is explained
allowing for communication patterns that are locationdependent
Since the location l is a special scoped and used variable we usually write
A as
A  j exp y 

y


var x 

x


imp z
do A od
j 


where   P
V  denotes the value of the location variable l  While the
form 
 gives the semantic interpretation of the location the form 
 is
more intuitive it is the value of the location of an action system A that we
are interested in not the fact that it is a readonly variable of A In order
to express the location of a topological action system A we can also use an
alternative notation form

Aloc  
not
 
A
In the rest of this section we assume that jj   The case jj 
  is treated
in Section  For simplicity when   fg we will use the notation A
instead of Afg
Example  Let us consider a library system for a university modelled by a
database containing a large collection of books and transactions performed on
the books eg borrowing and returning books We model information about
the books with variables the transactions with actions and the whole library
system with the topological action system below The exported variable g
models the number of copies of a public book accessible to the students and
also to other libraries The local variable p models the number of copies of
a private book of the library The private books are accessible only to the
students of the university not to other libraries The number of copies of a

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book available from another library is modelled by the imported variable f 
We model here for simplicity only one book for each category but we could
as well have a list of books for each category
Library  j exp g Nat 
var pNat 
imp f Nat
do g   g 

g   g loan
 p   p 

p   p loan
 f   f 

f   f loan
 true  g 

g   g return
 true  p 

p   p return
 true  f 

f   f return
od
j 
The actions describe the borrowing and the returning of the global private
and foreign books The guard conditions of the return actions are identically
true indicating that a book always can be returned This also includes do
nations if books not borrowed from the library are returned The borrowing
of a book is possible only if there are copies of that book in the library The
Library system is located at the generic location 
Parallel composition and decomposition
We have dened the topological action system as the basic unit of execu
tion Still in order to model a complex system we need a way of composing
many topological action systems We rst dene the parallel composition of
topological action systems located at the same location  Consider the topo
logical action systems A and B below where the global and local variables
declared in A and B are required to be distinct
A  j exp v 

v

 B  j exp w 

w


var x 

x

 var y 

y


imp r imp s
do A od do B od
j  j 

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We dene the parallel composition A jj B of the topological action systems A
and B to be the topological action system
A jj B  j exp u 

u


var z 

z


imp t
do A  B od
j 


where u  v w  z  x y and t is the list obtained by concatenating the lists
of imported variables r  s and removing those variables that are in the list u
t  
r  s n u The initial values of the variables and the actions in A jj B
consist of the initial values and the actions of the original systems Implicitly
since the location variables of A and B have the same value  the resulting
system has a single location variable The binary parallel composition operator
jj is associative and commutative and thus extends naturally to the parallel
composition of a nite set of topological action systems 
Given the parallel composition of action systems we can now better model
the notion of distribution in a LAN Thus a single action system models a
unit of execution that can be assigned to a certain site in the LAN and can
execute in parallel with other action systems possibly assigned to other sites
in the same LAN The network has the generic location  and all the parallel
components have the same value  for their locations Within the network
the resources are accessible using their unique names Of course some degree
of parallelism can exist within each action system since actions operating on
disjoint sets of variables can execute in parallel Still these actions act on a
common set of local variables their action system declares a set of exported
variables so they behave like a unit Thereby the action system is considered
the unit of distribution within a network located at 
The parallel composition can also be used to decompose an action system
into a parallel composition of action systems We have the following theorem
Theorem  Parallel Decomposition If an action system A is of the form
A  j exp y  z 

y

 z


var b c 

b

 c


imp x
do B  C od
j 


where the variables c do not occur in B and the variables b do not occur in

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C  then A  B jj C where
B  j exp y 

y

 C  j exp z 

z


var b 

b

 var c 

c


imp x  z imp x  y
do B od do C od
j  j 
When decomposing a system as above care must be taken in properly import
ing variables This development approach was earlier given for action systems
without location information 
Nesting
The number of entities that share a resource might change within a complex
system This feature is modelled for topological action systems by hiding 
or
revealing exported 
or local variables We dene below the nesting jAj of
the topological action system A in 
 as follows
jAj  j j exp y 

y

  j
var x 

x

 var y  x 

y

 x


imp z imp z
do A od do A od
j  j 
j


The left equality above is due to 
 while the right equality is the denition
for the action system jAj The exported variable y in A is a local variable in
the nested action system jAj Thereby y is provided as an exported variable
only to a certain domain and hidden from other domains Some security means
can be modelled using this feature More dynamic mechanisms for modelling
security are discussed in Section 
Finer levels of granularity
Using the nesting property 
 and Theorem  for the topological action
system A in 
 we can rewrite it as follows
A  jexp y j jj jBj

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B  j exp x 
imp z  y
do A od
j 


The action system B in 
 can be further decomposed following the decom
position rule in Theorem 
A  jexp y j jj jBj
B  jexp x j jj B

B

 jimp z  y  x do A odj


In general y  y

  y
m
 x  x

  x
n
 A  
iI
A
i
 The decomposition
in 
 can therefore be rened until only one entity inside each action system
remains Assume that m  n   and I  f g Then
A  jexp y

j jj jexp y

j jj jBj
B  jexp x

j jj jexp x

j jj C

jj C

C
i
 jimp z  y
i
 x
i
do A
i
odj for i   


where z  y
i
 x
i
are the variables imported by action system C
i
 We can note
that each entity inside A has a border and that we now have a collection of
topological action systems running in parallel with each other
This transformation allows us to interpret the property of location at ner
levels of granularity Thus a topological action system that only exports a
variable x  jexp x j stands for the localisation of the variable x at location
 Similarly a topological action system like C
i
above that only contains an
action A
i
stands for the localisation of this action at location  Our general
approach to attach locations only to action systems scales down well and allows
actions and variables to be localisable as well This is important as it provides
a unique notion and notation for modelling di	erent kinds of resources in a
networkaware distributed system Thus a topological action system denotes
not only an entire unit of execution that acts over a set of variables but also a
data repository 
a variable or a collection of variables or mere code resources

an action or many actions
For the location of a topological action system containing one entity e

variable or action we introduce a special notation
jej jej
The location of an action is given as action or as action name when
the name of the action is given We can now write A in 
 as

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A  jexp y

j jj jexp y

j jj jBj
B  jexp x

j jj jexp x

j jj C

jj C

C
i
 jimp z  y
i
 x
i
do A
i
 odj for i   


Finally applying parallel composition as well as the nesting property 
 for
A in 
 we get
A  j exp y

 y


var x

 x


imp z
do A

  A

 od
j


From the above formula we can see that the property of location commutes
with the border of the action system
Accessing global variables
Given a parallel composition of topological action systems located at 
all their global and local variables are required to be distinct according to
the original action system approach This can be achieved by renaming the
local variables with colliding names When the distributed system contains
topological action systems located at di	erent locations say  and  
  
then di	erent exported variables in di	erent locations are allowed to have the
same name This is not a weaker requirement regarding the initial action
system approach since we can still distinguish among these variables using
their di	erent locations Moreover we thus model the case when the name of
the resource is not enough in order to access it Instead the name and the
location completely determine the access pattern to the resource
In 
 we note that only the imported variables are not specied to be at
a certain location since in general we want to allow the access to any resource
z independently of its location However if we know the location of z  or we
want to use a resource z at a certain location we declare this as imp z
z

Enabledness of an action
A topological action system A as in 
 consists of a collection of collab
orating entities 
variables and actions all located at some generic location
 These entities access each other by using their unique names in the action
system However A may also import variables ie externally required re
sources possibly located at locations di	erent from  Assume that action A
uses the imported variable z  and that the network V provides an exported
variable named z at  and another z at 	 Furthermore we assume that A
knows these locations  and 	 of z  In order for the action A to use z  
 A
must be aware of the set of locations it can access and 
 A has to check that

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 and 	 exist among these locations In case  and 	 are unaccessible to A
then it cannot use z 
We model the knowledge of accessible locations for an entity with the
notion of a cell  where 
eloccell denotes the locations that entity e can
access from its location The cell can be a function of the entity e and its
location or just a function of the location We discuss this distinction in more
detail in Section  For simplicity in the rest of the paper we consider that
the cell is a function of the location only so e

loc  e

loc  
e

loccell 

e

loccell  e

 e

 We assume that cell  V  fg and that eloc   
  
eloccell 
Let vA be the set of variables accessed in A The location guard of A is
dened as lgd
A 
V
vvA

v loc  
Aloccell and is used to verify that all
the variables accessed by action A are in the cell of A The guard of the action
A can now be dened as
gd
A  lgd
A  gA
where gA is the guard condition An action A within a topological action
system is said to be enabled if its guard gd
A evaluates to true Action A
can be chosen for execution only if it is enabled If A can access more than
one variable z  like z and z	 above then before executing A one z is
nondeterministically chosen to be updated by A If an imported variable z
is specied together with a predened location 
z
 then part of the location
guard should ensure that z loc  
z
 The assumption cell  V  fg
ensures the compatibility of locationtransparent distributed systems with our
approach Thus a topological action system located at  can access any known
resource in the network in a transparent manner since any involved resource
will have a well dened location   V or the implicit location 
Thus the communication between topological action systems can be per
formed if and only if the communications means the imported variables are
in the cells of the importing action systems As a result we obtained a lo
cally manageable communication We will point out later in Section  how
this enabledness of communication among topological action systems evolves
dynamically due to the changing contents of the cells
For the library example  we have that the location guard of the actions
f loan and f return is f loc  cell  The other actions have the location
guards identically true The library system models a small LAN located at
 The books as well as the transactions on them are located at  too In
fact they could have more precise locations in the library like certain shelves
for the books or certain computers for storing the information about books
and certain computers for performing the transactions with books These
locations are however transparent to the system and all the 
local resources
are accessed by name In contrast when the library accesses a foreign book
it should ensure that the location of that book is in its range of visibility
denoted by cell 

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 Topologically Distributed Action Systems
Using the framework of topological action systems we can now model com
putations over local area networks that can make use of resources possibly
located in other local area networks 
intraLAN computation The unit of
execution is in this case located in a single site We are however interested
in extending this approach by allowing the unit of execution to declare and
use variables and actions located at possibly di	erent sites 
interLAN com
putations We call such a system a topologically distributed action system
Consider our network V    V and a topological action system A
We can make a copy of A at another node  of the network resulting in an
action system located at f g
A  j exp y 
var x 
imp z
do A od
j f g


The meaning of having Af g is given as a function of the scope of each
entity in the above action system Thus copying an exported variable models
the replication of that variable while copying a local resource 
local variable
or action models the generation of a new instance of that resource Hence
we can rewrite 
 by renaming the local variables in the actions that are
multiplicated
A  j exp yf g
var x

 x

 
imp z
do Axx

  Axx

 od
j


Replication
The replication of resources can be achieved by copying exported variables
as described in eg distributed database systems The mechanism of replica
tion is used for better availability and reliability of the whole system Assume
that we have jexp yj The idea is that by copying y located at  to the
new location  we do not want to have a new variable y

 that initially has
the same value as y Instead the same variable y exists in two distinct
copies y and y all the time with the same value as ensured by concur
rency control protocols Therefore while the reading of y can be performed at

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any of its locations the updates of y have to be transmitted to all the copies
of y  For example the action in the action system below
jexp yf g  do 
y    y 

	 odj
rst checks the guard y    f g  	cell  If the guard evaluates to true
then both copies of y at  and  are updated to the value  The atomicity
property for actions ensures that other computations will not access y until
all its copies are updated This also implies that an action that updates a
replicated variable has to be able to access all its replicas Therefore only one
action system will declare a replicated variable and the location of this variable
will be the set of locations where all its copies exist Other action systems may
import the replicated variable If an action referring to a replicated variable
does not update it then the location guard may be weaker namely for the
action system above we will have f g  	cell  
Parallel composition
Since we obtained instances or copies of the resources at many locations
we want to combine them into units of execution We now dene the parallel
composition of topological action systems at di	erent locations Let therefore
A and B be the following two topological action systems
A  j exp v  B  j exp w 
var x  var y 
imp r imp s
do A od do B od
j  j 
Since these action systems are located at di	erent sites 
   we assume
that their exported and local variables are distinct We dene the parallel
composition A jj B of the topological action systems A and B to be
A jj B  j exp vw 
var x y 
imp t
do A  B od
j


where t  
r  s n 
v  w The exported and local variables as well as the

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actions in A jj B consist of the corresponding variables and actions of A and
B
Since the two location variables in A and B have di	erent values we will
assign the default value  to the location of A jj B We have seen that a
topological action system A can propagate its location to its components
We now make this more precise by allowing this property if and only if  is
well dened    The inverse propagation also holds if the components of
an action system all have the same location then this location is propagated
to the overall action system In case the locations di	er the overall action
system gets the location  In general we dene a topologically distributed
action system as follows
A  j exp y



     y
n

n

var x



     x
m

m

imp z
do 
I
A
i

i
od
j


Based on the explanation above we dene the location of such a system as
Aloc 


i
 
i
 
j
 
k
 i  j  k
 otherwise
With the above denition of the location the action system in 
 has the
location  while in 
 it had the location f g Computationally however
we talk about the same system
We have now rened the concept of a topological action system as the unit
of distribution A topologically distributed action system uses resources from
di	erent nodes of the network so we can consider the system being shared
among those nodes The unit of distribution in this case has reduced to a
variable or a piece of code
Example  We will now present the library system example as a topo
logically distributed action system The books are distributed among many
nodes and thus we also model the location of books g and p model the
number of copies of a public book at location  and the number of copies of
a private book at location  The transactions also have an explicit location
This models the transactions being generated at some site Suppose that from
Turku we want to check all the books older than  for listing their loca
tions Then the involved books may be at di	erent sites but the transaction
is located at Turku The action system has the location  if the locations of
books and transactions 
variables and actions are distinct For this listing
transaction we dene for each book v  its year of entry in the library vy  of

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type Year 
Library  j exp g Nat gy Year
var pNat py Year 
imp f Nat  fy Year
do g    g 

g   g loan
g
 p    p 

p   p loan
p
 f    f 

f   f loan
f
 true  g 

g   g return
g
 true  p 

p   p return
p
 true  f 

p   f return
f
 
true 
if gy 
  then print
g loc 
if py 
  then print
ploc 
if fy 
  then print
f loc 
list all Turku
od
j
The location guard for the action list all is
fg loc gy loc ploc py loc f loc fy locg  Turkucell 
 Topologically Mobile Action Systems
In this section we study the movement of resources that have a well dened
location ie we dene the mobility of variables actions and topological action
systems with locations distinct from  Thereby a topologically distributed
action system is not a movable resource if it has the location  We extend
the grammar of actions as follows
A     j copy
	 j move
	 j remove
	  

where 	  V  These three new actions are interpreted as updating the location
variable l of type P
V  of the topological action system they belong to as

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follows
copy
	  l 

l  f	g
move
	  l 

f	g
remove
	  l 


l n f	g l n f	g  
fg otherwise


Given these actions the resources can be copied on di	erent sites with the
copy  action they can move to certain sites with the move action or they
can destroy some copies of themselves with the remove action The location
guard for the action move
	 is lgd
move
	  
	  move
	loccell For
the other two actions the location guards are computed in a similar manner
Copying a resource is interpreted as in Section  The remove action is valid
only for replicated variables If some copy of a replicated variable moves then
the move operation is a function of both the initial and the nal locations
repl move
 	  l 

l n fg  f	g where  is the intial location and 	 the
nal one
Replication
When a local resource R in a topological action system moves to a site 	
where another resource named R already exists then the new one is renamed
respecting the constraints of the formalism However there is one important
exception the replicated variables Consider jexp y j f g and assume
that the resource y from  moves to  Given the replication mechanisms y
is absorbed by its new location since there already is a copy of y at  Hence
the movement of a resource to a site already containing a replicated copy of
itself is equivalent with the removal of the resource from its initial site The
movement of exported variables with the same name to each others sites is
not allowed This is because the exported variables cannot be renamed
Cells
The cell of a resource models its set of visible locations in the network
as dened in Section  Since the cell is a function of the current location of
the resource when the resource moves in the network its location will change
and consequently its cell will be updated Thus due to the mobility of the
resource the contents of the cell of the resource is changing
The cell of a topological action system at some node in the network can be
dened in several ways If the cell is a function of the action system and its
location we call it a logical cell Using the logical cells we can model security
properties If we do not want an action system A to access some variables
in site  we disallow the cell of A to contain  independent of the current
location of A If the cell is a function of the location only we call it a physical
cell Such a cell can be dened as the set of nodes in its range of visibility

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An alternative denition of the physical cell of  is the set of neighbours in
the graph 
V E  For the latter case given the node  in V 
cell  f j   V  
   Eg  fg
Given this dual interpretation of the cell we can model various types of borders
that can evolve di	erently when the bordered entity moves Assume that we
have two action systems A and B at the same location  If we consider the
physical cell approach then Aloccell  Bloccell  while in the logical cell
approach Aloccell can be di	erent from Bloccell 
In other formalisms like Ambient Calculus Mobile UNITY or Mobis two
entities at the same location have the same cell In Ambient Calculus and
Mobile UNITY this cell contains only the current location of the entity while
in Mobis a cell contains also the location of the parent in the tree of locations
This mechanism models our physical cell The logical cell interpretation can
be modelled in some degree within the Ambient Calculus  In this formalism
the location is modelled by an ambient and within such an ambient there can
be several other ambients and other entities In order for such an entity to
access a sibling ambient the entity has to be provided in advance with the
name of that ambient Therefore two entities A and B may access di	erent
ambientslocations This mechanism resembles our logical cells However the
physical location of A and B given by their parent ambient imposes an
extra limitation on the visibility of that entity We note that our concept of
a cell is less constrained It models both physical borders 
eg phone cells
and logical borders 
eg security features in any arbitrary combination thus
providing a unifying view
Dynamic binding
The binding of resources is conditioned by the evaluation of the location
guards The latter are functions of the cells of the involved resources Since
these cells evolve in a dynamic way the binding of resources is also dynamic
This allows us to model highly recongurable systems as shown in the ex
ample  The dynamic binding is treated in other formalisms as well Our
approach is somewhat similar to those taken in Mobile UNITY and Mobis
when a required resource is accessible then the action can use it otherwise
nothing happens Ambient Calculus has a di	erent view an action 
process
that is running as a sequence of steps veries the existence of required re
sources while running If a resource is not found at a certain step then the
process is blocked until the resource is provided In our formalism an action
can be executed only if all the needed resources are accessible This is checked
within the guard of the action Moreover due to the atomicity property if
such an action is selected for execution then it executes without blocking until
the completion

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Example  Assume that we have many libraries in a number of cities and
all subscribe to the same newspaper np Every morning this newspaper is
provided to all the libraries We model this by extending the library action
system in the previous example as follows
Library  j loc l V
exp  npBoolean 

do 
 t   am  np 

false
od
j
Periodically every day at  oclock in the morning the library signals that
it does not have the newspaper of the new day 
np  false We model a
newspaper provider N ews provider that travels in di	erent places 
pos and
when it nds a variable np  false in an accessible location on its trajectory

nploc  l cell  nploc  pos it can provide the newspaper if it still has
copies 
newspapers  
N ews provider  j loc l V 
exp newspapersNat 
var posV
imp npBooleanpos
do l  pos  move
pos
 	np  newspapers  
newspapers 

newspapers  
np 

true
 true  pos 

l cell
od
j
The whole system is a parallel composition of the involved libraries and the
news provider
Library jj Library jj Library	 jj N ews provider

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Observe that if the conditions for providing the newspaper are true then
the provider has one newspaper less 
newspapers 

newspapers   and one
library located within l cell has been given the newspaper 
np 

true At
each moment of time the N ews provider can modify its local variable pos
denoting a possible new destination for itself and for the newspaper to be
delivered 
pos 

l cell The rst action that accomplishes the movement of
the system becomes enabled whenever the provider is not at the destination

l  pos  Therefore in the latter case if the provider has still some other
libraries to supply within l cell  its next action is nondeterministic It can
supply another library or move to the new destination 
move
pos or merely
update this destination
 Concluding remarks
In this paper we have proposed a way to embed the topology of the net
work within the action system framework We develop a formalism that can
model distributed computations in both transparent LANs and locationaware
WANs The network is modelled by a connected graph This graph data struc
ture is quite abstract and we can use it to model many kinds of topologies
like maps aircraft trajectories computer networks and so on The location is
used to map resources to the nodes of the network represented by the graph
In order to model ne grained resources like variables or reduced pieces
of code as well as their interaction we needed only one concept the action
system This is di	erent from eg Mobile UNITY where the ne grained
entities are modelled by programs while their interaction is accomplished
within a process  Using parallel composition and decomposition of action
systems we can hide or reveal the borders of the involved resources thus
modelling their interaction and granularity in a unitary way
A resource modelled by an action system represents some data piece of
code or any combination of these The ideas proposed here can be extended
to a richer action systems language with remote procedures  These have
turned out to be a convenient way of expressing communication between ac
tion systems and also of hiding variables accessible only via procedure calls
In addition procedures can model another sort of resources namely services
Concurrency within the network is modelled in two ways Thus we can have
parallelism within an action system or between di	erent action systems de
pending on the way the systems and actions refer to shared variables All
entities variables and actions can be protected by suitably hiding and re
vealing them in a parallel composition of action systems The action systems
formalism without the notion of location does not allow a global variable
named z to exist in more than one form We conform to this restriction by
forbidding z to be exported more then once at the same location Exporting
z z	 is allowed since we distinguish among them due to their location
These resources might for example be provided by di	erent LANs This is
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di	erent from the replication of z at  and 	 which is declared by zf 	g
Our approach also allows us to model mobility of di	erent entities The
main result is that the unit of mobility is a single action system As an action
system may contain only data we support mobility of data Moreover an
action system may consist only of code giving us code mobility The library
example demonstrates mobility of an action system modelling a service with
both code and data The mobility aspects need further investigation and form
part of our future research
Topological action systems model units of execution that are located at
a single node in the network together with their internal resources variables
and actions This approach scales up well to an objectoriented approach 
where an active object has a location and all its attributes and methods are
implicitly located at the same location Thus we have a unitary view for
modelling objectoriented and functional approaches to systems likely to work
within world wide networks
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